
Analyzing Your Dreams 

This personal Analysis is about your sleeping and 
dreaming habits. It concerns that vast area of your life -
approximately one third of it in total - in which you leave 
the _world of consciousness and enter new and mysterious 
territory. There are no right or wrong answers to the 
questions, only the answers which you believe to be true 
about yourself. You can check how your answers 
compare to those given by other people by referring to the 
Analysis on page 5. The details given there were arrived 
at on the basis of a questionnaire completed by over 
50.000 people. Some of the questions are about sleep, 
but most are about sleep, but most are about dreams. 
Even if you feel that you do not dream very much, you wiH 
still find it interesting to complete this Analysis. You may 
find that the act of f!Umg it m makes you more aware --of 
your dream life than you have ever been before! 

1. On average how many hours do you sleep each night? 
ln answering this question. please try to consider the-tetal 
·number of hours you sleep, even if you wake once or 
twice in the night. 

a . Less than 6 hours 
b. 6-8 hours 
c . More than 8 hours 

2. Do you generally awake refreshed after an average 
night's sleep? (Please note the word "generally." Most 
people have the occasional ·11osatisfactory• night's.sleep. 
What you should really ask yourself is how you feel most 
mornings after you wake up.) 

3. Oo you ever use any drug in order to help yoo get to 
sleep? For the purposes of this question. "drug· includes 
any kind of sleeping pill prescribed by a doctor, the use .of 
alcohol specifically to help you sleep. It does not include 
such things as warm milk, the occasional aspirin,.etc. 

4 _ Would you say that you sleep less than you used to 
when you were younger? 

s. Have you ever suffered from insomnia? Foe example, 
have you ever spent one complete night awake when you 
had been trying to get to sleep. 

6 . Have you ever had a vivid experience, when.awake, 
which could be described as ·1 have done this before· or ·1 
have been here before"? 

7 . When you wake in the morning. how long does it take 
before you feel completely "YDurselr? 

a. Wrthin 5 minutes 
b. Up to 30 minutes 
c . Over 30 minutes 
d . Over an hoor 

8 . On -the whoie do you -enjoy dreaming? 

~-Do y-0u ever have nightmares? 
a. Never 
b. Oo;;asiooally 
c. Often 

10. On average, what percentage of your dreams are: 
-8 . -P¼easant --~ 
b. Neither pleasant nor unpleasant __ % 
~- -i:Jnpleasant -% 
(Total percentage should add up to 100%.) 

11 . Here is a list of dreams, some common, some 
uncommon. Look down the list carefully, checking each 
one that you yourself have definffe/y experienced. 

a. Dream5 ffi whklA yoo ~ fly or float in the a+r 
b. Dreams in which you feel very anxious bout 

something 
c. Dreams about the sea 
tf. Oreams in ~r 
e. Sexual dreams 
f. -Dreams about wrnch the future-came true 
g . Dreams about smoking cigarettes, pipes, etc. 
h. Reoccurring er-eams 
L Dreams abolJt tindiAQ mOAey 
j . Dreams in which you discover the ·secret to the 

Univ.erse· or some other similar rel/elation, .only 
to forget it on waking 

.k. Dreams .about famous people, film.star:s,..et.c. 
I. Dreams featuring scen~s of violence 
m . .Dreams .about falling 
n. Dreams in which you are being chased 
.o. Dr.earns rn .which you ar.e .in .a .strange or urucnolAl1l 

house 
.p. Dreams in which you are at a .party or social 

gathering 
q. Or.earns in which your teeth are breaking or falling 

out 

-12. Have you ever -heard music in your dreams? 

13. Have you ever had any type of hallucination when )'OlJ 

were awake? 

14. Have you ever, to your knowledge, talked in your 
.sleep? 

15. Have you ever. to your knowledge. walked in your 
sleep2 



Analysis 
'· The amount of sleep that you need Is related in the first in• 
tance to your personality. Some people inherit the disposi
on to need a great deal of slffp 81'1d others to need relatively 
ltte. The "average" range for the normal adult however lies 
etw"n 5 to 6 hours. al the low end, and up to 10 hours at the 
'P end. If you checked betwHn §:J bAYCI then you share the 
_eep habits of the vast majority (§Q_fil__of adults. If you checked 
111£ 8 bnt1CJ.f"tn you are also iniairi'y normal company (36% ). 
~Y 4% sleep less than 6 hour1~on average. Incidentally, men 

0 
wom~n require approximately the same amount of slffp, 

· ugh children and young adults of course require more. 

Most people (57%) s.tate that they generally awake refreshed 
.er a night's siAp. 'Min and women feel the same way about 
~ tho_ugh there is a tendency for sleep to seem somehow less 
reshing as you get older. On the whole if you have to resort 

'.JUlarty _to ~rugs of one kind or another to get to steep, the 
,-ep penod itself tends to be psychologically less refreshing. 

lf_you use a drug of any kind to help you get to sleep then you 
> 1n thecompany of 15% of the adult population. The fre
-'ncv of drug usage rises sharply with age and is also related 
:iusiness and personal anxieties, which also tend to increase 
1'1 age. Among retired people, who may have fewer worries. 
' ~Ng-taking habit Is often quite unnecessary as our sleep 
,u1rement falls off with age. Many people however believe that 
Ml they are 65, they should still take the 8 or 1 o hours 
ich they used to when they were young and hence resort to 
. gs to " help them." This is quite unnecessary and old people 
,uld accept the fact that they simply need less sleep. Women 
!:,l are much ·more likely than men (10%) to use sleep
.istlng drugs. 

~ot everyo·ne seems to be aware that they sleep less than 
,' did when they were young, for on average only 65% of 
pte believe this. However the sleep requirement doesii'ot fall 
1oticeably until the late thirtjes or earty tortiu aod it may not 
.Jig enough to be noticed until even later on in life. 

"> 

I you have had at least one night's complet9 Insomnia de• 
tt all attempts to get off to sleep, then don't worry for you're in 
;ompany of 40% gf lbt QQP\/lallon. Incidentally if you are a 
,an you are7ar more likely (44%) to have suffered from in
nia than a man (35% . This o'rcourse ties in with women·s 
·ter tenden y o use sleeping pills, etc., and sHms to sug-
that women on average have more to worry about than men 

• are more likely to carry their worries to· bed with them. 

his Question deals with something not strictly to do with 
:,ing or dreaming but with a strange experience that has a 
Tilil<e quality. Psychologists know it as d~ii vu, which 

15 literally " seen before." When experienced it is striking 
nemorable and often consists ol a powerful sensation that 

1ave been in an,identicai situation at some previous time in 
life. There is no totally satisfactory explanation for this 
.,menon but §(l:H, gt B12Ple report that they have definitely 
• atone time or another in. their life. 

,e 1,ansition.period between sleep and waking varies enor
iy from person to person and . there is very little that you 
jo to alter it. An ale~ of people become fully awake 

1 5 minutes. 46% need more than 5 minutes but less than 
~ -- - . 

half an hour. and 17% need between half an hour and an hour. 
Even if you take ovir"in hour before you come completely to. 
take comfort from the fact that 11 % of the population are like 
you. This variation is physiological rather than psychological 
in origin. 

I. If you enjoy your dreams on the whole then you art in the 
company of the vast majority of other peopl--75% on average. 
It is interesting to note that 80% of men staflT.t they enjoy 
their dreams, as opposed to 72% of women. 

I. If you have lots of nightmeres you are obviously not going ro 
enjoy your dreams so much. We have already established that 
women are somewhat less likely to have a pleasant dream life 
than men, and we find that the frequency of reported nightmares 
backs this up. Some 9% of women have nightmares often, 72% 
have them occasio,fflffy. and only 13% never. The compaffile 
values for men are 4% often, 72% !ccasionally and 23% never. - - -10. You might find it interesting to compare yoor own break-
down of dreams, classified into the categories pleasant, indif
ferent and unpleasant. On average people feel-that about~ 
of their dreams are pleasant. approximately SO~ indifferent and 
the remaining 15% actually unpleasan1. OnciTgain women tend 
to have a grelfir number of unpleasant dreams than men, 
though it Is not clear why this should be. Such dream,. even if 
not of nightmare status, are not in themselves signs of psyct,o
logical abnormality unless they occur with very great frequency. 
They tend tq occur at critical or anxious llmu in one's life . 

11. L Dreams about flying or floating in the- air art often con
sidered to be related to an unconscious wish to escape from 
something. They are in fact reported by about 50% of dreamers. 

b. Anxiety dreams are among the molt common types re
ported and are particularly common among women (781M. ). Only 
63% of men experience them. 

c. Dreams about the sea, which are reputed to have I sexual 
interpretation by the r-·reudians and to represent the uncon
sc;ous mind by Jungians, are very common indeed. Again how
ever women (40%) are far more likely to experience them t:,~ 
men (27%). 

d. Colored dreams tend to be very vivid when they are ex
perienced and are much more likely to be reported by artistic 
and creative people. On average 55% of people have had color 
dreams at one time or another. 

e. Many people feel embarrassed at having had sexual 
dreams. particularly when these feature sexual behavior of an 
"abnormal" type. In fact sexual dreams are quite normal and 
healthy, though more common in men (85%) than women 
(72%). Not surprisingly, one is far more likely to have sexual 
dreams if one is not leading an active sex life. 

f. Dreams about the future which come true are very fr-.
quently reported though it is fair to say that scientists are very 
doubtful about whether these are simply coincidence or genuine 
peeps into the future. Almost 30% of people believe that they 
have had at least one such dream. 

g. Smoking dreams are not in themselves very common, with 
only abOul l 0% of people reporting t!'lem. However the fre
quency of smoking dreams goes up very rapidly indeed among 
ex-smokers and if you report this type of dream then it is almost 
certain that you are an ex-smoker. Such dreams of course are 

s 



,st explained In terms of tht Freudl~wlsh fulfillment" theory. 
h. Recurring dreamt are very comrnon-70% of people 
oortlng them on average. In most cases recurring dreams 
1 of a vaguely unpleasant kind and are _almost certainly caused 
cause the Individual has a problem of a significant kind which 
is unable to resolve in his waking life. The solving of his 

>blem almost always leads to the disappearance ot the recur
g dream. Women are more likely to have recurring dreams 
Jnmen. 
I. Thia ia a relatively common dream. often experienced by 
Jple when their finances are tight. Typically it involves finding 
ns showering from a slot machine or picking them up in 
Jat profusion from the ground. About a quarter of men have 
j this dream, but only 15% of women. This presumably re
ta to the fact that money matters are mo.re likely to preoccupy 
, male than the female. 
;. Dreams of this kind, which may be either pleasant or un
asant, are often associated with recovery from a general an
hetlc after having a tooth out or an operation. Such dreams. 
/ch are very hard to explain. are in fact surpnsingly common 
r, about 17% of people having had them. 
c. Women are more likely to dream about famous people, 
itlclans, pop stars and the like (33%) than men (27%). Since 
iams tend to reflect our daytime interests, perhaps this is 
too surprising for women are notably more interested in the 
ivltles of famous people as relayed in magazines or TV than 
men. One very common dream. which almost certainly falls 

:, the wish fulfillment category. is when people report that they 
actually meeting famous people in their dreams. 
• Dreams featuring scenes of violence are. perhaps predlct
y, much more common among men (50%) than among wom
(«%). However the differences are not very great. Perhaps 
n are simply more likely to talk about violent things and it 
st be remembered that women are often the most ardent 
, of TV westerns and wrestling programs. 
~ Dreams about falling are very common with about a 75% 
ring on average. The most frequently reported is one In 
ch, typically, one " trips over- something." stumblH or falls 
; wakes up with a jump. Psychologists now believe that these 
ams do nol necessarily have any great emotional signiftcance 
are merely due to muscular spasms which take place on the 

1shold between consciousness and sleep. 
1. Over 70% of people have dreamed that they were being 
sed or pursued by something, and often in the dream they 
themselves unable to flH for one reason or another. These 

n occur during periods ot great anxiety and may be related to 
trating situations which are frequently occumng in their 
ing life. 

A very curious and common dream (31 % ) is one in which 
,leaper linds himself wandering in a strange house full of 
ry rooms. The psychoanalytic interpretation that this is a 
Jised sexual dream is not generally accepted today and the 
ent feeling is that this is another class of anxiety dream 
h reflects a general uneasiness in waking life. Often in such 
ns one is looking for something which one never finds and 
,sctous of a pervading sense of worry. 
AbOut 31 % of people have this dream. and it may take 

.ipally two forms. In one. the dreamer is happy and enjoying 

.tlf in the group. In the other he is ill-at-ease. Such dreams 

tend to relate to such personali ty variables as extroversion and 
introversion. 

q. This bizarre dream, which may take a number of different 
forms. may also have a numoer or different explanations. In 
psychoanalysis the loss of the teeth is presumed to denote a 
loss of sexual potency or a fear of such loss. Some psycholo
gists however believe that it is a memory dream referring back 
to that significant period in your .baby life when teeth fell out. 
A third explanation is that you are suffering from Jow levet 
toothache which is not enough to get through to the conscious 
mind but which trlcJcles through into your dreams. 

12. Most people tend to associate dreams with visual experi
ences only. but there is a growing body of evid~nce which sug
gests that there is a whole range of dreams featuring all _the 
senses, The fact is that visual dreams are probably the most easy 
to describe and to remember. Auditory dreams, or "hearing" 
dreams, generally feature conversations but also quite com
monly feature music. with 40% of people reporting them. Some
tlmH the musical dreams may be very vivid indeed with sharp, 
clear sound, sometimes apparently featuring a full orchestra. It Is 
not difficult to explain such dreams when one considers the 
amount of time which most people spend listening to music, if 
only on background radio, in the course of the day. 

13. Hallucinations are best described as "waking dreamt" but 
must be clearly discriminated from so-called daydreams, which 
are fantasies under conscious control. In hallucinations what 
actually occurs is that the brain sets in motion a dream or 
fragment ot one at an inappropriate tlm&-i.e. when the brain 
is awake and conscious. Thus one ,ees an inner. mental picture 
projected vividly on the outside world. The hallucinogenic drugs, 
LSD, etc .. act by stimulating the dream mechanism in the waking 
mind with results which may be psychologically unpleasant and 
dangerous. Hallucinations. incidentally. are relatively common 
with about 25% of people reporting them at one time or another 
in their lives. 

14. Sleep talking is a harmless but common habit. reported by 
about 70% of men and 75% of women. It is not In any way psy
chologically harmful and is more of a nuisance to one's partner 
than anything else. 

11. Sleep walking is a much bigger nuisance than sleep talking 
but is fortunately rar less common. Women (25%) experience 
it more than men (20%) and its cause is not properly under
stood. It does tend to be more common among children and 
adolescents and often vanishes in adult life. 

Summary 
If you've answered the Questions carefully you will have been 
able to plot your sleeping and dreaming habits against the 
statistical background gained from a huge cross section of nor
mal people. Please remember that there are no right or wrong 
answers and that if you find yourself consistently among the 
minority groupings this in itself is in no way abnormal. The act 
of filling out the questionnaire may have made you more aware 
of your own dream life. Many people find that their dreams offer 
Interesting gateways to their unconscious minds and reveal a 
rich and exciting landscape of whose existence they had not 
previously been aware. 


